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C3825 Server 

This is the C3825 server addendum. This addendum describes the pop-up window tabs, 
fields, and ranges of valid parameters for entry in those fields. 

NOTE 
The documentation and/or manuals provided by the servers vendors must be read and 

understood thoroughly prior to configuration. 

Revision Description Date 
A Release to Production December 1999 
B Formatting Update August 2001 
C Formatting Update April 2012 
D Formatting Update January 2016 

 

About this Addendum 
Use of this addendum should be for reference purposes only; all parameters to be entered 
should be carefully planned prior to any configuration attempts. Any information about 
aspects of the C3825 Server operation should be referenced from the vendor documentation.  

NOTE 
Some parameters may vary from the displays in the illustrations that follow. This is because 

the “Template.mdb” file currently used by your system may be different. 

Introduction 

The C3825 protocol is a byte-oriented protocol. The C3825 protocol is a relatively rich 
protocol.  It supports both Change (upset) polls and Force ("All-data") polls, and also supports 
the following types: 

 Indication Inputs (Status Points) 

 SOE Inputs 

 Analog Inputs 

 Accumulators (Freezable, Non-Resettable) 

 Analog Outputs 

 SBO Controls 

 Pulse and Pulse Train Outputs 

 Digital Outputs 

The protocol also supports the creation of "groups" of analog points, which may then be 
polled as a unit. For further details on the protocol, please refer to a detailed Protocol 
Definition Document. 

The C3825 protocol is a custom variant of the LG8979 protocol.  In most cases, it is identical 
to the LG8979, refer to the 8979 Server UM-2012-8979SV1 addendum for more information 
about the 8979 protocol. However, there are some important differences, some of which are 
critical to system operation. 
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NOTE 
Do not select the C3825 protocol unless it is absolutely essential. The C3825 protocol 

implements controls in a manner that can prove problematic in an LG8979 environment. 

Notable Differences Between C3825 and LG8979 Protocols 

Configuration.  This server uses the DIPswitches for both address and configuration, as 
follows: 

Address Configuration 

SW2- 8 to SW2-1 RTU Address (8 Bits) 

SW1- 3 to SW1-1 Selects the number of 16-bit status panels, 0 to 7 

SW1- 4 If ON, unit has 16 analog points, if Off, 0 analog 
pts. 

SW1- 6 to SW1-5 The number of 8-point groups of controls -1. 

In other words, more graphically: 

SW1-8 SW1-1 

Bit # 87654321 

00 8 Control Points 

01 16 Control Points 

10 24 Control Points 

11 32 Control Points 

0 0 Analog Points 

1 16 Analog Points 

000 0 Status Points 

001 16 Status Points 

010 32 Status Points 

011 48 Status Points 

100 64 Status Points 

101 80 Status Points 

110 96 Status Points 

111 112 Status Points 

When configuring a Local client for use in the C3825 protocol, you should specify the 
MAXIMUM number of points of each type and map them all,  (32 Control Points, 112 Status 
points and 16 Analog Points). Even if fewer are physically present in the RTU.  By doing this, 
new panels may be added to the 6CPP6 and, by changing the DIPswitch settings, will 
automatically be recognized. 

 Control Operation. Operation of the SBO_SELECT and SBO_OPERATE 
opcodes is different in this server, as follows: 
 
These opcodes must be sent to <Address+1>, while all other opcodes should be 
sent to <Address>.  <Address> is selected via the DIPswitch. 
 
The control duration sent in the Select message is ignored; SBO controls 
ALWAYS have duration of 250 msec. 
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 Software Version. The server returns "X.02" for a C3825 server, and "X.01" for 
an LG8979 server, where X is the QEI internal revision number. As of this writing, 
the current revision is 2. 

 

 Implementation Notes.  This server supports the following Opcodes. 

ANALOG_CHG_RPT 0 

ANALOG_FRC_RPT 1 

ANALOG_GRP_FRC_RPT 2 

ANALOG_GRP_FRC_RPT 3 

ADC_REF_RPT 5 

INDICATION_CHG_RPT 6 

INDICATION_FRC_RPT 7 

SOE_CHG_RPT 8 

SOE_FRC_RPT 9 

ACC_CHG_RPT 12 

ACC_FRC_RPT 13 

SOE_LOG_RPT 14 

ANALOUG_OUT 20 

SBO_SELECT 21 

SBO_OPERATOR 22 

DIG_OUTPUT 23 *See Note 

ACC_FREEZE 24 *May be broadcast 

PULSE_OUTPUT 25 *See Note 

PULSE_TRAN_OUTPUT 26 *See Note 

RESTART 30 *May be broadcast 

RTU_CFG 31 

TIME_SYNC 32 *May be broadcast 

TIME_BIAS 33 *May be broadcast 

ANALOG_DEADBANDS 34 

ANALOG_GRP_DEF 35 

ACC_PRESET 36 

CONTINUE_REQ 37 

RPT_LAST_MSG 38 

NOTE 
Although both the Digital Output and Pulse Output opcodes are supported, a single RTU will 
support only one of these types.  
Opcodes above labeled "May be broadcast" are supported BOTH in broadcast and in single-

rtu addresses. 
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Unsupported Opcodes 

DIGITAL_FRC_RPT 11 

This opcode pertains to hardware not available in the 6CPP6. 

EXCEPTION_RPT 63 

This opcode is returned by the RTU, but should never be sent by the master. 
The RTU may send any of the following exceptions, as appropriate. 

EX_SBO_FAIL 4 

EX_BAD_OPCODE 9 

EX_BAD_BLOCK_LEN 10 

EX_BAD_PARAM 12 

EX_SEL_EXE_MISMATCH 13 

EX_ILLEGAL_FUNC 14 

Because this protocol was originally designed for hardware that is different from the 6CPP6, 
the FIRMAWARE_CFG opcode is supported as follows (This opcode is used to report the 
"I/O Cards" present in the system).  The server will "Create" a configuration which matches its 
actual number of points of each type. It does this by calculating how many of the original 
panels would have been required to support that number of points. 
 
Panels are "created" in the following order: 

Analog: 8 
Status (Indication): 16 
Accumulator: 16 
SBO: 8 
SetPoint: 8 
Empty Slots: As required to fill 16 slots in the last “cage.” 

"Partial" panels are included; in other words, if 9 analog points are configured, 2 analog 
panels will be reported. 
 
The FIRMWARE_CFG command is available only in version 001.001.002 and above (QEI 
Internal Version Number!) This version returns a C3825 version number of 2.00 or above (the 
version number schemes are incompatible). The QEI version number can be read by issuing 
the SERVICE command on the test panel, followed by the PROCESS command.  Find the 
C3825 server, and check the version number preceding it.  If no version number is shown, 
you have version 001.001.001 (which does not support this opcode). 
 
The ADC_REF_REPORT opcode is supported for compatibility only; the reference voltages 
required are not available in the 6CPP6 analog hardware. (The opcode always reports 
"perfect" reference values).  The actual reference values can be mapped as normal analog 
points, if required. 
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Configuration Using ConfigWiz 

Control 

 Control Multiplier.  This is a multiplier, in milliseconds, for the Control Duration 
specified in an SBO Select command.  The SBO Select message allows 7 bits of 
control-duration information to be sent, representing a value of 0-127.  The value 
sent by the master-station is multiplied by the control multiplier to convert this 7-
bit number into duration in milliseconds.  For example, if the multiplier were 10, 
sending a control duration of 1 would result in a 10 msec contact closure.  
Sending a value of 7F would cause a 1270-msec contact closure (1.27 Seconds).  
Default is 10 msec. 

 P8 Output Digital/Pulse.  The C3825 Protocol supports both Digital Output and 
Pulse Output hardware.  The 6CPP6 uses the Parallel-output port to support this 
option.  The Parallel Output Port (often referred to as P8Out) contains 8 bits.  
These can EITHER be used as: 
 
8 Digital Output Points 
Four Pairs of Pulse-Output points (Raise/Lower points) 
 
Mixing these types is not allowed.  The Digital/Pulse selection allows the user to 
specify whether this hardware is used for Digital Outputs or Pulse Outputs. If the 
outputs are configured for Digital, the PULSE_OUTPUT and PULSE_TRAIN 
opcodes will return a BAD_OPCODE exception. If they are configured for Pulse, 
the DIG_OUTPUT opcode will return a BAD_OPCODE exception.   Default is 
Digital. 

SOE 

 Total SOE Points.  This specifies the number of points for which SOE changes 
will be kept. SOE changes will be kept on the number of points specified, starting 
with point 0. A value of 0 will disable SOE record keeping.  Default: 0 (SOE 
disabled) 

 Indication Report SOE+Status / No SOE.  This selection determines how SOE 
points are treated.  The 6CPP6 does not have dedicated SOE hardware; SOE 
events are recorded from normal status points.  As mentioned above, SOE 
events can be captured from the first N status points, if desired. 
 
This selection controls whether those inputs are treated as true SOE inputs (a 
completely separate data type), or are considered as status inputs as well. 

 If SOE+Status is selected, the opcodes SOE_FRC_REPORT and 
SOE_CHANGE_REPORT are illegal.  Changes and forces for those 
inputs are included in the data read by INDICATION_CHG_REPORT 
and INDICATION_FRC_REPORT, which access all status inputs 
(whether they are SOEs or not). 
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 If No SOE is selected, the SOE inputs are treated as a completely 
separate data type.  In this case, SOE_FRC_REPORT and 
SOE_CHG_REPORT opcodes return data for the SOE points only, and 
INDICATION_CHG and INDICATION_FRC polls return data for the 
remaining status points.  In this case, SOE and non-SOE points are 
numbered independently; for example, if 16 SOE points are enabled, 
then: 
 
Points mapped to Status Input 1 thru Status Input 16 become SOE 
Inputs 1-1.   
 
Points mapped to Status Input 17 and above become Indication Inputs 1 
and above. 

Default is SOE+Status.  Communications parameters, as with all 6CPP6 
servers and clients, are configured using the RTU/PORTS menu selection. 

 


